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About This Game

It is not just desire that corrodes the heart.
and Fat!!

On the way to lose weight.
Don't give up on yourself for food

--basically not because the crash ended the game
--what is good for skinny I don't know, but I am pretty confident about getting fat.

-four cute characters draw CG
-more than 20 kinds of desire traps

-healthy weight loss and don't forget to add nutrients
-collect more gold coins to become a fine beautiful girl
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 15 Mar, 2018
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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It's not just a normal running game like the others that you can just run.
This game can give you a different experience, the design of fat acctually make the game have an extra interest.. While by no
means perfect, this game at least adds some new mechanics to the obscure anime runner genre. I think it's enjoyable and well
worth the $1.99 price tag

https:\/\/youtu.be\/x0cFY4FhZoM. Catchy song. Challanging but not impossible. Cons. it wont let you adjust the screen size.
feels like im playing on a phone screen its so small.
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